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QUESTION 1

What is the primary mechanism used by ATG to record user site navigation activity on the profile? 

A. a combination of a DMS event and listening scenario that can update the profile directly 

B. setting property data directly on the user\\'s profile using the tag 

C. Implicit. ATG monitors all activities and keeps track of all user activity. 

D. There is no out of-the-box behavior for this. It must be built out by the implemented 

Correct Answer: C 

With Oracle ATG Web Commerce Business Intelligence, you can monitor, report, and analyze complete cross-process,
cross-functional trends and business metrics by combining data from all e-business systems into a single, centralized
reporting center. 

 

QUESTION 2

In order to ensure versioning integrity, a deploying project obtains exclusive locks on its assets when deployment starts.
What is the effect of these locks? 

A. Until a project\\'s asset looks are released, other projects that share those assets cannot add the asset to the project. 

B. Until a project\\'s asset locks are released, other projects that share those assets cannot he in author mode and are
shown as locked in the BCC UI. 

C. Until a project\\'s asset locks are released, other projects that share those Assets cannot deploy. 

D. It is a database lock and has no effect on the UI. Other projects will net a concurrent update exception it a database
save is issued for the shared assets. 

Correct Answer: C 

In order to ensure versioning integrity, a deploying project obtains exclusive locks on its assets when deployment starts.
It releases those locks only after deployment is complete and project assets are checked in, or when the deployment is
reverted. Until a project\\'s asset locks are released, other projects that share those assets cannot deploy. 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the outcome when both the SiteScope and SiteIds properties are set on the component? 

A. The site scope is set to all the sites by default. 

B. The site scope is set to the current site. 

C. The siteScope property is ignored. 

D. The siteIds property is ignored. 
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Correct Answer: C 

The siteScope parameter is ignored if the siteIds parameter is specified. 

Note: 

siteScope 

Optional input parameter to indicate how to further narrow the result set. The siteScope parameter may be "current",
"all", or a shareable type ID such as "atg.ShoppingCart". The siteScope parameter is ignored if the siteIds parameter is 

specified. If both siteIds and siteScope are omitted, the scope defaults to the value of the configured siteScope property,
which defaults to "all". 

siteIds 

Optional input parameter to indicate how to further narrow the result set. If specified, the siteIds parameter must be a
Collection of Strings. 

 

QUESTION 4

In an ATG multisite installation, identify three strategies that ATG employs to determine request is associated with. 

A. sticky session based 

B. sticky site parameter based 

C. domain based 

D. path based 

E. configuration File 

Correct Answer: BCD 

A multisite application must be able to quickly determine what site a given request is associated with. To this end, the
ATG platform supports two main URL management strategies: 

*

 In a domain-based strategy(C) 

*

 In a path-based strategy (D) 

B: RequestParameterRuleFilter checks the request URL for two query parameters: 

*

 pushSite is set to a site ID, which is returned by the rule filter\\'s filter() method. 

*

 stickySite, if set to setSite, makes the pushSite-specified site sticky for the current session. Unless licitly reset or unset,
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the sticky site is used for all subsequent requests during that session. 

Note: RequestParameterRuleFilter 

Based on the class atg.multisite.PushedSiteParamFilter, the component /atg/multisite/ 

RequestParameterRuleFilter is the first rule filter to execute. This filter processes request query parameters that set the
current site, and specify it as a sticky site that persists throughout the session of that request. 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the state of a newly created order? 

A. CREATED 

B. INCOMPLETE 

C. PROCESSING 

D. NO_PENDING_ACTION 

Correct Answer: B 

ATG Commerce provides the following configured instances of the state classes, which are located in us at
/atg/commerce/states/: 

OrderStates: indicates the states of an Order. 

For the display names of states: 

ORDER.INCOMPLETE=INCOMPLETE ORDER.SUBMITTED=SUBMITTED 

For the descriptions of states: ORDERDESC.INCOMPLETE=The order is incomplete ORDERDESC.SUBMITTED=The
order has been submitted to Fulfillment 
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